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A Sea
Painting by Reto Boller

The first view

A short, rough-edged horizon can be made out, flickering slightly and breathing.
No, I think it's more like floating. The horizon is floating and moving slightly.
What is floating there? Who is breathing? And what is we can see there?

Light trembles between clouds, the sky above the North Pacific
dissolves into mist, and the Russian coast feels bright and cheerful
above the waves. (Cape Nosappu, Hokkaido, Japan, 14 October 2002.)

"There lay the sea before me, and its shoreline,
A pitch-black carpet, looming undivided,
As if enwrapped in mourning and in grief." 1

A plane extends far beyond the horizon, washing over it, muted, pinkish-apricot
light. A different white approaches from the side. The horizon transforms itself
into moles, pathways, crash barriers, or are they cable harnesses? A very
unromantic, hard cut. Is the white stuff perhaps plaster? The two planks cling to
the eye like affectionate bodies. But the horizon is still there, and the flat,
streaming ground thrusts through moles and material, delicately and
romantically.

Air hisses horizontally and rapidly. The cloud debris shifts to the right,
and beyond the rain the sun whips the sea up again. (Cape Nosappu)

"If you go home, Leander,
Swimming the straits, at night, just as you came;
Then keep you safe this head, keep safe this mouth,
And keep safe these my eyes. You understand me?
Promise me this!" 2

This picture is a promise. What picture? The unnameable painting, the
incomprehensible proximity of Russian islands, the longing of forgotten legends.
The picture shows many pictures. Like one of those moments put together from
a number of memories. Only language writes from a considerable distance.



Painted pictures that trigger other pictures. Stories that tell other stories. What
promise is this painting making? Which mouth is meant, which eyes?

The second view

A light blue area spreads out, organically irregular, covering small, pebble-like
objects, sticks directly to the wall. The little objects make creases in the foil and
thus grow out of the sea like mountains, seen from very high up. A strange,
lonely archipelago? Or a view into a microcosm, of tiny creatures, possibly half
vegetable? What is the correct scale, extremely large or in fact extremely small?
And what can be hidden under the light, sunny blue of the foil? It could be some
objects or other, made of some material or other. Almost anything is
conceivable, but it can never be certain, at least not without destroying the work.
But this does not give the impression of something wrapped up, as in Christo's
(b. 1935) early, small-scale works, it looks much more like a material-picture or a
relief. The little protuberances are seen as a whole, as an irregular field of three-
dimensional vaults. As in other works by Reto Boller the landscape impression is
not binding and absolute, but leaves things open and ambivalent. This organic
structure can also be read, quite naturally and with equal weight, as an
autonomous artistic form, reminiscent for example of the white material-pictures
and reliefs produced by Jan Schoonhoven (1914-1994) around 1960, or by Piero
Manzoni (1933-1963). But unlike these two artists, Reto Boller chooses not to
use the principle of serial accumulation, which anticipated Minimal Art at that
time. And the colour is much more reminiscent of Pop Art, which came a few
years later. But it could of course also be a kind of knobbly skin rash, to bring
the representational plane back into play. But how does this somewhat
unappetizing notion fit in with that light and airy blue? A charming contradiction,
one of so many in Reto Boller's painting, and thus providing us with a number of
interesting friction points. The images that the picture generates are fortunately
contradictory, which does not mean random. Different temperatures, often
emotionally complementary, collide with each other, mix, crystallize ambivalent
notions; hints at representation meet distinguished abstraction. The artist's inner
eye looks on, almost cheerfully distanced, to see what is happening. And of
course we are there too, no less interested even though we already have the
unmistakable feeling that these pictorial events cannot be forced into the tight
corset of unambiguous interpretation. Admittedly this is no criterion: not
everything that is easy to interpret makes good art. Of course the converse is
true as well.

The third view

"Gray, pale-green façades with bullet and shrapnel cavities; endless, empty
streets, with few passersby and light traffic; almost a starved look with, as a
result, more definite and, if you wish, nobler features. A lean, hard face with the



abstract glitter of its river reflected in the eyes of its hollow windows. A survivor
cannot be named after Lenin. Those magnificent pockmarked façades behind
which − among old pianos, worn-out rugs, dusty paintings in heavy bronze
frames, leftovers of furniture (chairs least of all) consumed by the iron stoves
during the siege − a faint life was beginning to glimmer. And I remember, as I
passed these façades on my way to school, being completely absorbed in
imagining what was going on in those rooms with the old, billowy wallpaper. I
must say that from these façades and porticoes − classical, modern, eclectic,
with their columns, pilasters, and plastered heads of mythic animals or people −
from their ornaments and caryatids holding up the balconies, from the torsos in
the niches of their entrances, I have learned more about the history of our world
than I subsequently have from any book. Greece, Rome, Egypt − all of them
were there, and all were chipped by artillery shells during the bombardments.
And from the gray, reflecting river flowing down to the Baltic, with an occasional
tugboat in the midst of it struggling against the current, I have learned more
about infinity and stoicism than from mathematics and Zeno."3

One picture lives in another picture, memories with a voice rising from
them. The light in St. Petersburg − I can see the white nights in July −, a view of
the ornaments of the past, in which the present lives on. I do not want to say
much more about this picture by Reto Boller than Joseph Brodsky (1940-1996)
wrote about St. Petersburg. Unless the sea suddenly changed and the air
warmed up − Venice:

"The boat`s slow progress through the night was like the passage of a
coherent thought through the subconscious. On both sides, knee-deep in pitch-
black water, stood the enormous carved chests of dark palazzi filled with
unfathomable treasures − most likely gold, judging from the low-intensity yellow
electric glow emerging now and then from cracks in the shutters."4

The waves

Three different ways of looking at three different pictures by Reto Boller. The
different approaches to painting are answered by different linguistic responses,
to indicate that interpretations − usually based on rational premises − cannot
always capture the image's complex reality. The question of appropriate linguistic
treatment is particularly acute in Reto Boller's pictures, which trigger imaginary
images with almost virulent vigour. And we soon see: whatever form is chosen,
the interrogation remains fragmentary. Perhaps the linguistic field that would
come closest to the pictures would be one that leaves appropriate space for their
emotional, imaginary qualities as well as making rational observations.

Of course three "single shots" are not enough to capture the diversity and
complexity of Reto Boller's painting fully, and yet a few common features do



crystallize that indicate some of the characteristics of his work − despite all the
divergences and dynamic contrasts.

After the nineties − dominated by video art and photography − the banal
question that immediately suggests itself is why does Reto Boller paint at all?
Why not follow trends that are still popular? Not that painting was "dead", as
many people had been suggesting for decades, but it did very much shift into
the background of artistic discourse at this time. But Reto Boller, and there is no
question about this, is an artist who works almost exclusively in paint. He has
done this from the very beginning of his career, though admittedly seldom on
canvas, the classical support. His painting appears in all sorts of material forms,
and is by no means limited to the traditionally anchored two dimensions, but
always develops into the space. But why painting? is what I want to know. Reto
Boller says that it is the direct quality, the immediate implementation that
interests him, without any equipment to cramp his style.5 In terms of content, he
does not want to make any distinctions between the media when examining art.
He also says that the sensual level of pictorial genesis, the experience of liquid
paint when painting, a tactile experience to a certain extent, was another crucial
aspect for him. While we were talking in the studio he got out a thick book and
showed me the photographs he had cut out of magazines and newspapers and
stuck into it. They reveal a formally and aesthetically sophisticated artistic vision,
but also an utterly up-to-date explosive force. There are notes and sketches in
between. A kind of mainly photographic "sketch-book" where he can store
images that touch him in some way. This book serves the artist as a visual
memory, as a picture store, so that he can call up a certain mood again for a
picture. But while he is actually painting, Reto Boller remarks, the original image
changes and something new comes into being. This self-created dynamic that
deliberately includes the unpredictable, and also random factors, is an essential
element of the way in which pictures come into being. It is scarcely possible to
trace anything back to particular photographs, as the process of change
intervenes much too strongly. And yet the surprising thing about this book is that
Reto Boller's pictures are much closer to "reality" than you might be likely to
think. Even though one of their key effects lies in making a highly differentiated
sense of formal awareness visible, it is not possible to forget the plane of
representation. It does not just appear vividly in the pictures, but is sometimes
built into their genesis from the outset.

How does Reto Boller handle painting, a legacy that many artists do not find
easy after a century has ended in which the next revolution in painting followed
hard on the heels of the one before? At a first glance it seems that everything
has been painted now, everything has been invented. One of the artistic
approaches of recent decades that Boller is fascinated by is the conceptually
driven work of the short-lived Blinky Palermo (1943-1977). Palermo used almost
ascetic resources to create particular colour propositions at the interface between



painting and object, and these also developed into the space in the form of wall
painting and installations. Palermo worked with constructive austerity and
suggestive colour fields, while Reto Boller effortlessly experiments with an
organic formal vocabulary involving gleaming surfaces and remarkably bright
colours. Then he mentions an artist whom one would not necessarily associate
with his painting: Diter Rot (1930-1998). "The longer I look at them, the more I
am interested in the self-driven dynamic of his material structures that spread
out in all directions."6 Reto Boller emphasizes that roughness and
incompleteness, as well as improvised and ephemeral elements, are important
for his work. If we look at his painting in recent years it is not difficult to find
these qualities, even though at a first glance many works try to seduce with a
harmonically balanced perfection of surface, colour and form. But on closer
examination the surfaces are often cracked and fissured, the forms irregular and
geometrically unpredictable.

One glance at the materials shows how unconventional they often are in the
context of painting. He frequently uses sheet aluminium as a support, primed so
that it has a light-coloured surface that will take acrylic paint. Silicon up to a few
centimetres thick allows the artist to make his pictures look like reliefs. Paint
applied equally thickly can create glutinous textures or streaky effects. Glue and
paint give gleaming surfaces that seem to glitter moistly. But the classic cotton
canvas on a stretcher is used as well. Thin, coloured adhesive foils have played
an important part since 1999, whether in large installation formats or in the form
of wall-works including cords or other materials.7

From the materials to the surface: here we have a remarkably broad range, from
gently undulations to smooth, gleaming, almost shimmering, glittering ones. Like
the colours, the surfaces too are directly dependent on the intensity of the light:
only when it is bright enough, and the light falls obliquely or from the sides, can
the surfaces develop their shine, their undulations or their sharp edges fully. If
we are talking about the particular sensuality of Reto Boller's images, this is to a
considerable extent due to the fact that the surfaces lead a seductive life of their
own. A gleaming effect in particular gives the foil works, for example, an almost
fetishistic quality of drama and a skin-like texture. The impression of softly waxy,
semi-fluid colour or even semi-transparent areas is directly linked with the
surface in each case.

Reto Boller never gives his work titles. He consistently avoids even "Untitled". He
simply provides pragmatic information, for example materials, date or
measurements. He says that he does not want to pin himself down to a title
when I ask him about it. This approach shows that he is interested in keeping
the works open and neutral, not wanting to bias them in a particular direction, so
that their content can develop freely.



The deep sea

The pathway from the "language of materials" to the "language of effects" will
be identified against the background of works produced in recent years and dealt
with in this publication. After sketching out the general framework, historic roots
and material basis, we now have to discuss the profound impact that the works
make. What do they trigger on close examination? What questions are raised?
What do they tell us about our reality? A statement by the artist addresses the
above-mentioned difficulty of linguistic reflection and interpretation: when asked
what qualities a successful picture should have, Reto Boller replied: "I do not
have to build in any secret artificially, and I do hope that a last secret will remain
intact."8 Without wishing to deprive the works of their mysteries and riddles,
when we encounter them for an extended period, certain apparently central,
partially definable qualities are revealed, even though we have to push language
to its limits.

Coolness We are not suggesting sharp frost, we do not see snowstorms
approaching, and we don't mean that the pictures are trendily "cool" either.
None of those things. What does happen is that something like a soft and
smooth "coolness" gently makes its presence felt after a certain time, pleasant,
light and muted. It would certainly be an exaggeration to suggest "freezing".
Coldness would be too much as well. An airy, gentle breeze, distinguished
reticence are more useful phrases, though even they circle somewhat
unsatisfactorily around the implied characteristics of "coolness". The origins of
this "coolness" are to be found mainly in the cool colour shades and the
distancing gleam of the surfaces. The "non-colour" white repeatedly appears,
which carries coolness within itself as a matter of course, not just because it is
associated with snow and ice, but also when its material quality tends to make
us think more of plaster or white stone. We cannot ascribe predictable geometry
or constructivist distance to the forms: this could easily trigger a surge of
coldness. It is much more that the forms have organic principles and
unpredictable, incomplete qualities built into them, so they tend to behave
reticently, rather than attacking viewers with an enormous din.

Floating The forms on their supports seem fleet-footed and airy, transparent
and floating. Surfaces and lines settle on the support like sleep-walking
butterflies alighting on blossoms. Fragile trembling and transparent breathing,
then − so it seems − they are ready to fly on again. Even when they tie
themselves more firmly to the ground, link up more closely with the "world", we
still feel that they must have an umbilical link with sleep, as though they were
dreaming by day as well. We do not want to wake them up, because we quickly
realize that their charm and magic derive from these invisible connections. Many
things are laid on the ground like a colourful veil, a slightly cloudy quality. As
though misty, vaporous matter is driving past in tiny droplets. And when it once



condenses in our angular world, it seems shakeable, fragile and improvised, as
though it did not intend to stay for very long, but wants to escape as soon as
possible. Its presence exudes a feeling of threatening loss.

Sleeping objective reality A first glance at the pictures signals an
autonomous, non-objective formal world. Then, on closer examination, doubts
start to arise about pure autonomy. Objective associations and memories
emerge, blur after a little time and then dissolve. And new object-images appear
before the inner eye. Reto Boller's painting does not shut out the objective
world, as it is based on real impressions and images. The painted pictures do not
tense up around an object, but allow it to seem free and light, so that they can
make it disappear again. It is possible to observe a gentle oscillation between
objective and autonomous meaning, whose special quality lies in its ability to
release. It is possible to see objective reality, but not compulsory. The painted
pictures becomes storage vessels for individual memory-images. The degree of
objective reality is so reticently shaped that we feel inclined to call it "pre-
linguistic": so little an object that its definition is not yet fixed. A living openness
can be detected here. Objective reality is still asleep. It can probably be woken,
but will soon sink back into sleep.

Imaginary images The painted images are found images that are profoundly
and strikingly individual. Any sense of "style" or handwriting is largely alien to
Reto Boller's work. He is an "inventor" on the fringes of painterliness, always
embarking on new voyages of discovery. The constant feature is the lack of
change, the unpredictability. But we are not in a alchemist's experimental
kitchen, and we are not in a formalistic marshalling yard either: we are seeing
how imaginary images emerge from painted images. Powerful inner images,
memories, moods, temperatures suddenly develop from material and surface,
from colours and spatial relations. Reto Boller is not addressing rational
enlightenment, but emotions, non-linguistic empathy. The reality of these images
lies in invisible, imaginary images.

Three-dimensional painting Three-dimensional painted works that assume
the character of installations deserve special attention. Considerable amounts of
coloured foil are laid on walls and floors (cf. ill. p. xxx). Painting history's old
figure-ground theme acquires a new interpretation here. What is figure, what is
ground? The coloured area can be addressed as a figure, and the wall and floor
as the ground. But where does the ground end? The boundaries blur, they are
dissolved, and the whole interior becomes the pictorial ground, including any
other works of art that may be present. And so ultimately the space becomes a
picture, exploding traditional ideas of what a picture is. At the same time the
coloured foil has two- and three-dimensional qualities. The idea of two and three
dimensions ceases to be complementary, fusing the two notions to form a new
artistic network. The artist's sensitivity to architectural structures makes existing



supports, for example, into surprising performers within this refreshing three-
dimensional painting.

We still have to resolve where Reto Boller's work stands in terms of
contemporary painting. As with other artists of his generation, questions about a
new reality for the picture are central to any examination of art against the
background of 20th century pictorial experience. This applies to both
representational and non-representational positions within painting. Pleasingly,
painting has been evolving more slowly in both these spheres. It has long been
clear that there are no revolutions on the artistic agenda. But if it is still possible
to call Reto Boller an "inventor" on the fringes of painterliness, this is certainly
not in the spirit of the classical avant-garde, but because his work constantly
changes like a chameleon. It is this and the characteristic qualities of coolness,
floating, sleeping objective reality, imaginary pictorial force and approaches to
three-dimensional painting that makes his work different from that of other,
comparable painterly approaches in Switzerland, like for example those of Lori
Hersberger, Hans Peter Hofmann or Renée Levi. It is interesting that all four
artists − and other Swiss positions could be named − are breathing new life into
painting and opening up new terrain on its fringes, once more showing that it
has by no means exhausted its potential. Boller's, Hersberger's, Hofmann's and
Levi's recent, very specific approaches as contemporary Swiss painters already
represent an innovative, internationally impactful response to the question of
what painting can do today. Their "finds" and "inventions" are vigorously active
components within international discourse.

After everything that has been put together about Reto Boller here, linguistically
and intellectually, I am still from time to time overtaken by a feeling of the
chimerical. The apparent sharpness of the overall impression is entirely
deceptive. I can hardly do better in terms of Reto Boller's pictures than to close
with Brodsky, who comes to some linguistically critical conclusions while thinking
about St. Petersburg: "Whereas in the business of writing what one accumulates
is not expertise but uncertainties. Which is but another name for craft. In this
field, where expertise invites doom, the notions of adolescence and maturity get
mixed up, and panic is the most frequent state of mind. So I would be lying if I
resorted to chronology or to anything that suggests a linear process. A school is
a factory is a poem is a prison is academia is boredom, with flashes of panic."9

But: not panic, but curiosity about the unknown, which fortunately never
completely loses its strangeness, its mystery.
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